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1. INTRODUCTKP~ 
Let G be a group with presentation (A; 
freely generated, respectively, by A and by a co~~tab~y infinite set X disjoint 
km A. By an equation over G we mean an expression W= 1, where 8’ is 
an element of F * H, the free product of . A soiution to an equation 
W= 1 over G is a homomorphism 4: F * which fixes each ment of 
66 and such that W$ defines the identity m An element U of defines 
and element 0 of G if the canonical map fro H to G sends U to D-i> A 
class of equations over G is called solvable (with respect to the prese~t~i~o~ 
(A; R)) if there is an algorithm which, given any eqaation in the class, 
&ermines whether or not that equation has a sslution in 6. Since an 
isomorphism between finitely generated presentations of groups can be 
described by specifying the images of a finite set of generators, solvability of 
a class of equations is invariant among finitely generated presentations of 
An equation W = 1 is called quadratic if each element of X which 
in W occurs exactly twice, each time with exponent + 1 or -1. A qu 
equation W = 1 is orientable if the exponent sum on each element of X 
which occurs in W is zero; otherwise, the equation is ~o~o~ie~t~b~e. .&I 
equation with right-hand side is one of the form W= V (te~b~~~a~~y, 
WV-” = 1) where W is a word on X and V is a word on A. 
Edmunds proved [2] that the class of ~~adra~~~ equations 
side over a free group is solvable. This was later e~te~~~d b 
the author [ I], who showed that the class of al! quadratic equations over a 
free is solvable, and further that the class of all q~adr~t~~ equations is 
solvable over a free product if and only if there is 
solving quadratic equations over the free factors. 
Turner [3] have shown that if G has a finite presentat 
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cancellation conditions C(p) and T(q) with (p, q) one of (7,3), (5,4), or 
(4, 6), the class of all orientable quadratic equations with right-hand side 
over G is solvable and if G has a finite presentation satisfying C(p) and F(q) 
(a condition stronger than T(q)) with (p, q) as above, the class of all 
quadratic equations with right-hand side over G is solvable. We shall state 
precisely these small cancellation conditions in the next section. 
The main theorem of this paper extends the results of Goldstein and 
Turner to cover all quadratic equations and does not require the use of F(q) 
instead of T(q) in the nonorientable case. This work was done independently 
of Goldstein and Turner and uses rather different methods. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a group which has a finite presentation (A; R) 
satisfying C(p) and T(q), where (p, q) is one of (7,3), (5,4), or (4,6). The 
class of all quadratic equations over G is solvable. 
This theorem has consequences, to be proved in Section 3, for some 
important classes of groups. 
COROLLARY 1. If G=(a,,a 2,...,r’k) with k > 6, then the class of all 
quadratic equations over G is solvable. 
COROLLARY 2. If G is the fundamental group of a closed surface, then 
the class of all quadratic equations over G is solvable. 
Schupp [6] had obtained results complementary to those described above, 
dealing with classification, rather than existence, of solutions to quadratic 
equations over small cancellation groups. A solution 4 to an equation W = 1 
over a group G is called a free solution if there is a solution w to W = 1 such 
that XQ and xv define the same element of G for each element x of X 
occurring in W and such that WV freely reduces to the empty word in H. 
Schupp gives conditions under which the only solutions to various quadratic 
equations over small cancellation groups are free solutions. 
In Section 2, we give some terminology and basic results about small 
cancellation groups and review the general machinery for studying quadratic 
equations from [ 1 ] that we shall need. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of 
Theorem 1 and its corollaries. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
As in the Introduction, let H be the free group on a set A and let R be a 
subset of F. We say that R is symmetrized if all elements of R are cyclically 
reduced and if R is closed under the taking of inverses and cyclic 
permutations. We call b a piece relative to a symmetrized set R if there are 
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distinct elements rl and r2 of R with rl = bcr and r2 E k,. The 
small cancellation conditions which may be imposed on a s~mm~tri 
are the following, where /1 is a positive real number and p and q are positive 
integers. 
~~ndit~o~ C’(A). If r is an element of 41 and r 555 bc with b a 
lb\ <dlrl. 
Co~d~tian C(p). No element of R is a product of fewer than F pieces, 
C~~d~t~~n T(q). If 3 < h < q and ri,..., rh+ 1 are eIem~~ts of wit 
f-h+: - - rl and riil # r;’ for i = l,..., h, then for some i, B < i < h, the lasi 
letter of ri is not inverse to the first letter of ri+ i ~ 
condition I?(q) used by Goldstein and Turner differs T(q) in that one 
assumes that for some i, I < i < h, the last letter of ri the firs: letter of 
ri+ 1 are not powers of the same element of A. 
The reader will note that condition C’(I,/p) implies con 
and that condition T(3) is vacuous. 
A presentation (.4 ; R) for a group is sa satisfy one of these small 
ea~cellation conditions if R is symmetrized atisfies that co~~iti~~. The 
ass~mptiQ~ that R is symmetrized may be m 
For finite presentations, the following lemma s annother ~~~~it~~~ tinat 
e placed on R without disturbing any 1 ca~ce~~at~~n co~d~ti5~s 
might satisfy. 
LEMMA I. If a group G has a j%ite preservation (A; R) with 
symmetrized and satisfying a small cancellation co~d~t~~~ C’(A), C(p), 
T(q), then G has a finite presentation (I?; S) with S sy~~e~r~ze~, 
the same cancellatiolz conditions as R, and wi the ~rape~ty that if a is alir 
element of B which is not a piece relative to S either occurs in MO element 
of S ar occurs only iat elements ak and aek of 
Pro@ We use induction on the number of elements a of A which are not 
s relative to R and which occur in some element r not of the form 
awk, k > 1. Suppose that a is such an element of 
mce a is not a piece, it can occur in no e~ern~~~s 0 other than r-5 r-- ‘, 
and their cyclic permutations. If a occurs only 
~erm~tatio~ of r or r-l has the form aP, where a 
Tietze transformation which deletes a as a generat 
in ail elements of R, then, has the effect of de~eti~g T, r- I9 and their cyclic 
tations from R without otherwise c~a~gi~g R. This yields the result by 
pothesis of induction. 
Now suppose that a occurs more than once in r. 
rl of r or r-l, then, has the form aPa’ 
e cyclic ~~rrn~tat~~~ 
nd a does not occur 
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in P. If E = -1, aP-‘a-‘Q-l is a cyclic permutation of r;’ and, since a is 
not a piece, is identical to ri. This leads us to conclude that P = P-’ and 
QsQ-‘, an impossibility. If E = 1, aQaP is in R and must be identical to 
aPaQ since a is not a piece. Thus aP and aQ commute as elements of the 
free group on A, and so aP and aQ are powers of a common element. Since 
a does not occur in P, that common element is aP, and r = (up)” for some 
k > 1. Now the Tietze transformation which replaces a as a generator by a 
new generating symbol b, and replaces a by bP-’ in all elements of R has 
the effect of replacing r, r-i, and their cyclic permutations in R with bk and 
bpk. Again, we invoke our inductive hypothesis and find that our proof is 
finished. 
Let (A; R) be a finite presentation for a group G such that R is 
symmetrized and each element a of A is a piece, occurs in no element of R, 
or occurs only in elements ak and a -k of R for some k > 1. For a reduced 
word U on A, we define the piece length of U relative to R, denoted PL(U), 
to be the least integer m such that U = b, . ..b., where each of b, ,..., b, is 
either a piece or a*‘, where a is an element of A which is not a piece. 
Clearly PL(U) < ] U], where ] U] is the ordinary length of U as a word on A. 
Also, if U and V are reduced words on A, PL(UV) < PL(U) + PL(V). 
We now introduce the notation and results from [ 1 ] which will be used in 
proving Theorem 1. If W is a freely reduced element of F * H, we define the 
H-length of W, written ] WI,, as the number of occurrences of elements of 
A * ’ in W. The F-length of W, 1 WI,, is defined similarly, replacing A* l by 
X*‘. Clearly ] WI = I WI, + I WI,. W e use f(w) to signify the number of 
elements x of X such that x*l occurs in W. 
We call an endomorphism of F * H whose restriction to H is the identity 
on H an H-map. If U = W# for some H-map 4, we call U an H-image of W. 
If U and W are reduced elements of F * H, U is the image of W under an H- 
map #, and U is the result of replacing xi1 by the nonempty reduced word 
(xi)” in W for each element x of X which occurs in W without performing 
any cancellation, then we say that U is a c-free (cancellation-free) image of 
W under 4. 
With each reduced element W of F * H, one sees in [ 11 how to associate a 
particular subset D, of F * H. The significance of D, lies in Theorem 2.3 of 
[I], which asserts that if U and Ware reduced elements of F I H, U is an H- 
image of W if and only if U is a c-free image of some element IV’ of D,. 
Here U, W, and the elements of D, are viewed as cyclic words and are 
assumed to be reduced as such. Another way of putting this is that U and W 
are cyclically reduced and may, if necessary, be replaced by cyclic 
permutations of themselves, and that D, is symmetrized. 
It follows from Corollary 2.5 and Lemma 2.6 of [I] that for any reduced 
element W of F * H and any W’ in D,, f (WI) < 3f(W). If W is quadratic, 
more is true: each element W’ of D, is quadratic and satisfies I WI/, < ( WI,. 
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In fact, it is shown in the proof of Theorem 2.7 of [ 1 ] that if $47 is quadratic, 
D, is finite and effectively calculable. 
Any unexplained terminology or notation used in this paper may be found 
in [I], [‘a], or [S]. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
e may assume, by Lemma 1, t each element a of A which is 
er occurs in no element of r occurs only in elements ~2~ an 
r some k > 1. In showing t we can decide whether or not a 
quadratic equation W = I over G has a solution, we use induction on / Wi,. 
If 1 WI, = 0, the trivial H-map 4 defined by a# = a for all hl in A and .ugj = 1 
for all x in X is a solution to W = f . Vde assume, then, that / W jpI > 0. 
Since W is quadratic, the set I), is finite and effectively calculab!e. By 
Theorem 2.3 of [ 4 J cited above, W = 1 has a solution if 
has a solution as a equation over G for some IV’ in D,. 
[I], we can tell whether or not any of the equati 
a free solution. Let us suppose that none does. 
equation V = 1 over G separable if V- VlV2 
elements of X in common, / V, jH > 0, / VJ, 
define the identity in 6. By our inductive 
1 WIN < j WI, for all W’ in D,, 
the equations W’ = 1, W’ in D,, has a separable solution. We assume that 
e shall show that under our assumptions, the ~q~at~o~ W = 1 over 4; 
tion if and only if there is a reduced element hi of N which defines 
y in 6, is a c-free image of some D,, and satisfies a 
ch is effectively calculable fromf / Wl,,p and q, and 1 
length of the longest element of R. 
calculable and since A is finite, we can e 
H which are c-free images of elements 0 
bound; since G has solvable word problem [4, Theorem 6.a4 p. 2621, we can 
tell if any of these define the identity in 6. This eves our theorem. 
The remainder of our work will make use of ~~a~ra~~. Briefly, an R- 
diagram M is a connected, simply connected planar two-complex which is 
a labeling function /z from the set of orie d edges (one-cells) 
with the property that for any edge e of 
and such that if a is a boundary cycle for a r 
If U is a reduced element of 
-diagram M which has a bou 
an R-diagram for U. The diagrams may be taken to be reduced; 
that is, if e is an edge of M which is part of the boundary for two distinct 
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regions D, and D,, and if e6, and 6,e-’ are boundary cycles for D, and D,, 
respectively, A(&) # (I))‘. Complete details of this method may be 
found in [4, Chap. V]. 
We assume that the equation W = 1 over G has a solution, but that no 
equation W’ = 1 with W’ in D, has either a free solution or a separable 
solution. Among’ all elements U of H which are H-images of W and which 
define the identity in G and among all R-diagrams M for such elements U, 
let U and M be chosen so that the number n of regions of M is minimal and, 
subject to this, / U/ is minimal. By Theorem 2.3 of [ 11, there is an element W’ 
of D, and an H-map 4 such that U is a c-free image of W’ under #. 
Since U is a c-free image of W’ under 4, we may subdivide U into 
subwords, each of which is either (x4)* ’ for some occurrence of x* ’ in W’, 
x an element of X, or the image of an element of A *l which occurs in W’. 
We call such subwords syllables of U. We may subdivide the edges of 8A4, 
the boundary of M, at points called syllable dividers in such a way that the 
label of a portion of a boundary cycle of M between two successive syllable 
dividers is a syllable of U. Note that syllable dividers may or may not be 
vertices of M. 
We shall first show that 8M is a simple closed curve. If not, let a be a 
consecutive part of a boundary cycle a/3 of M such that a is a simple closed 
curve. Let v be the initial and terminal vertex of 01. Let n(a) = U, and 
A@) = U, ; U,U, is then a cyclic permutation of U, and both U, and U, 
define the identity in G. 
We modify W’ and 4, if necessary, so that the occurrences of v in a 
boundary cycle for it4 as initial vertex and as terminal vertex of a separate 
syllables of U. Clearly, neither U, and U, is contained within a syllable 
(x4)‘, E = f 1, of U, for this would violate our minimality assumptions on M 
and U. Suppose that there is a syllable (x9)’ = PQ of U with E = i 1, P a 
nonempty terminal subword of U, and Q a nonempty initial subword of U,. 
In this event, we replace x by x1x2 in W’, where xi and x2 are elements of X 
not already occurring in W’, and we define x1 $ and x2$ to be P and Q, 
respectively, if E = 1 and to be Q-l and P- ‘, respectively, if E = -1. If a 
syllable (y#)“, 6 = & 1, of U contains a nonempty terminal subword of U, 
and a nonempty initial subword of U,, we make similar changes in F+” and 
4. Let W” and 4’ be the results of making any such modifications in P+” and 
4. 
We now find that W” 5 W, W,, where U, = W, 4’ and U, = W, 4’. Note 
that W” is still quadratic. If there is an element x of X such that x* i occurs 
in both W, and W,, let us suppose that x occurs in W, and that xE, E = + 1 
or -1, occurs in W,. Then n(a) = S(x$)T where S(x$)T defines the identity 
in G. Define an H-map 4” which agrees with 4’ except that x4” = S-‘T-l, 
and let U’ = W”qV’. Form an R-diagram M’ for U’ by detaching the portion 
K of M bounded by a from the rest of M, and identifying the portion of a 
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y X# with the portion of ,LI labeled by (x#)“; if F = +l, we replace K 
irror image. The diagrams A4 and Iba’ have the same number or’ 
regions, but / U’ / < / U/, contrary to our choice of 
pose, then, that IV, and WI have no el of x in common. kf one 
and W2, say W, , contains no element ‘, we may replace U by 
by the portion of M bounded by /3. 
violating the minimality of our choice of 
ements of A* ‘, we find that W” 
WI’ s W’, this is contrary to hypothesis. If ‘W’ f WI, !et us suppose for 
le that there is a variable x in W’ such that .x4 conta 
al subword P of U, and a nonempty initial subword 
have no elements sf X in common, t 
shows that W, E x,Sx; ’ a 
’ and U, = (x;‘Tx,)g)’ define the 
‘TX)@ define the identity in G as well. 
= 1 has a separable solution. All other cases in which 
ed in the same way. 
s our proof that &kf is a simple closed curve. 
We shall now produce our bound on the length of U. Since 
closed curve, / UI < n IR 1 where n is the number of regions o 
conce~~ate, then, on obtaining a bound on n. Th 
ent depending on which small cancellation c 
e may assume that diagram M has no vertices o 
find it convenient to introduce certain points of snbd~v~sio~ of 8 
to vertices and syllable dividers. If a vertex u OCCUFS strictly within 
e (x4)‘, E = $1 or --I, of U on 344 and if there is no vertex making 
a corresponding subdivision of the other copy of (x4)’ ’ on 
an alled a covertex to v which subdivides the other copy of (XI)) = I 
Oil e same way that v divides (A$)“. A ~o~sec~tiv~ portion of 8M 
bo~~~e~ by but not containing vertices, covertices cx syllable dividers will be 
called a segment. 
If u is a segment of LM, either A(o) is a syllable of U which is the image of 
an element of A * ’ occurring in W’ or A(a) is a subword of (x$> 
or -1 and x4 E P(A(c))‘Q. In this case, there is a syllable O’ of 
66dua1’9 to o in the sense that A(o’) occurs within the other sylla 
with e’ = +I or -1, and x$ =P(L(o’) 
with cr on aD n &V and 0’ on aDi n 8 aad let UT and cf? be 
respectively. We call 0 and 0’ irregzk 
t v of &V which is not irregular, 
for irregular segments. Let o b 
segment af EN and continue the notation of the previous paragraph. if 
f I9 we csuld delete o and B’ from 8 and delete and ’ as regions of 
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M to obtain an R-diagram M’ with boundary labeled by an H-image of W 
and with fewer regions than M, this would be contrary to our choice of M. 
Thus it must be that D = D’, E = E’, and the element of R labeling the 
boundary of D is a proper power. 
We call a region which has a pair of irregular segments on its boundary 
an irregular region. Let D be such a region, and let oa(s’/? be a boundary 
cycle for M which begins with 0. We shall show that no other irregular 
region E of M could have a pair of irregular segments on its boundary 
occurring within the syllable (x#)” on aM. If there were such a region and 
pair of irregular segments, one of the irregular segments would have to occur 
within a and the other within /I. This is impossible, since deletion of o and O’ 
from 3M and deletion of D as a region of A4 would disconnect M and leave 
a and /3 in different components. Thus, the number of irregular regions of M 
is at most f( W’). 
Let us now consider C’ PL(;l(e)), w h ere the sum is taken over all edges e 
which are boundary edges of M. We consider separately edges which are on 
irregular regions and those which are not. Since the number of irregular 
regions is bounded by f( W’), the sum of the piece lengths for edges on boun- 
daries of irregular regions is at most f( W’) IR /. The sum over boundary 
edges which do not lie on irregular regions is at most the number of 
segments of &M on such regions, which is bounded by 1 W’I + v’ + C, where 
v’ is the number of boundary vertices of M and C is the number of 
covertices which do not lie on boundaries of irregular regions. 
Thus we have 
(1) 
As noted previously, f( W’) < 3f( IV) and I W’ lH < 1 WI,, so I W’ I = 2f( W’) + 
1 W’ IH < 6f( W) + ] WI,. We therefore obtain 
c’ We) < (3 IR I + 6)f(W) + I WI, + v’ + C. (2) 
For ease of notation, we denote the various hypotheses on R in Theorem 1 
by C(q + 1) and T(p), where (p, q) is one of (3, 6), (4,4), or (6, 3). Note 
that these are precisely the integer solutions of l/p + l/q = l/2. Under our 
hypotheses on M, Eq. (3.2) of [4, p. 2431 yields 
P<c’ rP+2-d(v) +“x [q--(D)]. 
1s 1 4 (3) 
Here the first sum is over all boundary vertices ZI of M and the second sum is 
over all regions D of M. The symbol d(u) denotes the degree of vertex v, and 
d(D) is the degree of region D, that is, the number of edges in a boundary 
cycle for D. 
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shall use i(D) for the interior degree of a region ) that is, the number 
oundary cycle for D which are interi 
b(D) will be used for the number of e 
ch are boundary edges of M. Mote that 
for any region D, and that C b(D) = V 
te also that condition C(s + 1) implies that 
$I&) > 4 + 1, and 50 4 
ng over all regions 
where y1 is again the number of regions of 
Analysis of the second term on the rig and side of (3) depends upon 
the values of p and qs Assume first that 
> 3 >p/q i- 2 for all vertices 
’ [p/q + 2 - d(v)]. Condition T(p) ensures if c is a CQvertex 
to vertex v and is not on the boundary of an irregular region, then d(c) >p” 
ThS . [p/q + 2 - d(v)] < (p/q + 2 -p)C = -(p/q)C. This ~~~~~~~i~~ 




which is equivalent to 
V’+C<x*PL(e)-n-q. (5) 
Combining (2) and (5), we get 
Now suppose that (p, 4) = (6,3). In this case, a boundary vertex ZI of 
degree three will make a positive contribution of [p/q + 2 - d(v)]* If 2J is 
a boundary vertex of degree three which is no iso a syllable divider, ^J 
occurs within a syllable (x4)“” of U on EM. If v is not an ~~~~~~nt of an 
irregular segment, condition T(6) and our assum ens about ensure that 
there is a vertex U’ in the corresponding position ihe other 
on &M such that d(v’) > 5; the combined co~tr~buiio~ of u 
C’ b/q + 2 - d(v)! is nonpositive. The nu of boundary vertices of 
degree three which are syllable dividers or en ts of irregular ~e~rne~~s is 
at most ( IV’ j + 4j-(IV). 
As before, condition T(6) guarantees that if c is a covertex to vertex u and 
c is not on the boundary of an irregular region, O!(V) > 6. e therefore have 
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2’ [p/q + 2 - d(v)] < 1 W’ ( + 4f( W’) - 2C; combining this with f( W’) < 
3f(W) and I IV’)< 6f(w) + I WI,, we get 
c’ b/7/q + 2 -d(u)] < lV-(W + I WI, - X. (7) 
Now using (3), (4), and (7), we obtain 
V+C<9f(W)+tlWl,+C’PL(e)--n-3. (8) 
Finally by (2) and (8), we reach 
n < (3 IR I + lS)f(w) + ;I WI, - 3. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof of Corollary 1. By Theorems 2.7 and 4.5 of [ 11, we need only 
consider the case that G is finitely generated. We may assume without loss 
of generality that r is cyclically reduced and is not a proper power. Let R be 
the smallest symmetrized set containing rk. We shall show that no piece 
relative to R can have length as great as Irl; this will tell us that R satisfies 
C(k + 1) and yield the corollary by application of Theorem 1. 
Suppose that (r;l)k and (r;z)k are distinct elements of R, with rl and rz 
cyclic permutations of r, E, = f 1 and. sZ = f 1. If (r;l)k and (r;2)k have a 
common initial subword of length Ir ], then r;l= rG2. This is impossible if 
e, = -Ed, since r and r-l cannot be conjugate in the free group on a,, a, ,... . 
If E, = sZ, r;l and r;* are cyclic permutations of one another and so r;l= PQ 
and r;2 z QP for some nonempty P and Q. Now since r-4’ = r;z, P and Q 
commute and so are powers of a common element. This violates our 
hypothesis that r is not a proper power. 
Proof of Corollary 2. The fundamental group of a closed surface of 
genus g has presentation Mg = (al, b, ,..., a,, b,; [a,, b,] -a. [ag, b,]) if the 
surface is orientable and N, = (ci ,..., cg; cf ..a ci) is the surface is nonorien- 
table. By [ai, bi] we mean a;‘b;‘a,b,. After making the sets of defining 
relators symmetrized, we find that the given presentations for M, satisfy 
C(7) for g > 2 and that the presentations for N, satisfy C(7) for g > 4 and 
C(5) and T(4) for g = 3. The group M, is free abelian of rank two, and N, 
has order two. We need only verify our result, then, for N2. 
The group N2 has presentation (a, b; a2 = b*), with a = c, and b = c;‘. 
Each element of N, has a unique expression as either (ab)ma2n or a(ab)ma2” 
with m and n integers. To determine whether or not an equation W = 1 over 
G has a solution, it suffices to see if there are solutions to any of the 
equations which result from W= 1 by replacing each xi by either (ab)mia2ni 
or a(ab)mia2n: where x1 ,..., xk are the elements of X occurring in W and 
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1x1 f n, ,“.I mk, tik are variables over the integers. Using the facts that a2 is 
central and that (ab)” a = a(ab)-” a4”’ in N2, each of these YZk equatkms may 
be written as either (*) (ab)P’a2Q = I o r (**) a(ab)Pa2e= 1, where P znd Q 
are linear polynomials in m, ) n, ,..., mk, nk . An equation of form (**) has m 
s&&ions, while an equation of form (*) is true if and only 2 
P(m 19 n, )..~) q, nk> = 0 = Q<m, , It1 ,.-, mk, nk). Since one can effectively find 
all solutions to a system of linear equations over the integers, our proof is 
complete. 
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